**Department 9 – Flowers**

Superintendent: Janet Rygaard Assistants: Megan Fassero

**Flowers Rules:**
1. All entries must be in place by 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday.
2. An exhibitor may make only one entry in each class.
3. Entries should be ready to exhibit when you arrive to enter.
4. In an arrangement or display entry, the suitability of the container is considered, while in a specimen entry the flower alone is judged.
5. Specimens should be exhibited in clear containers to allow the stem to show. Arrangements must be 1.5 times the size of container.
6. Displays should have at least five stems.
7. Flowers must have leaves but none in the water.
8. All exhibits and containers will be released after 9:00 pm Friday.
9. Grand and Reserve Champion ribbons will be awarded to the outstanding exhibit in: a) horticulture; b) arrangement.

**Specimen**
1st - $1.50; 2nd - $1.25; 3rd - $1.00

9-101-Sunflower
9-102-Lilies
9-103-Coxcomb, plumed
9-104-Coxcomb, crested
9-105-Dahlia, small, under 3”
9-106-Dahlia, large, over 3”
9-107- Gladiolus, miniature
9-108- Gladiolus, large
9-109-Marigold, small (enter 3 stems)
9-110-Marigold, giant
9-111-Rose
9-112-Zinnia, small (enter 3 stems)
9-113-Zinnia, giant
9-114-Any other flower

**Displays - At Least 5 Stems**
1st - $1.50; 2nd - $1.25; 3rd - $1.00
9-115-Impatiens
9-116-Cosmos
9-117-Coxcomb, crested
9-118-Coxcomb, plumed
9-119-Flowering shrub or vine
9-120-Gladiolus
9-121-Lilies
9-122-Marigold, dwarf
9-123-Marigold, giant
9-124-Petunia
9-125-Roses
9-126-Zinnia, dwarf
9-127-Zinnia, giant
9-128-Any other flower

**Arrangements**
1st - $1.75; 2nd - $1.50; 3rd - $1.25
9-129-All one color
9-130-All dried
9-131-Miniature (not over 6”)
9-132-Small (under 10”)
9-133-Flowers in kitchen arrangement
9-134-Arrangement in a basket
9-135-Party arrangement
9-136-Wildflower arrangement
9-137-Exhibitors choice
9-138-Arrangement in a metal container
9-139-Arrangement using fresh fruit or vegetable with flower
9-140-Arrangement limit of 3 flowers

**Plants**
1st - $1.50; 2nd - $1.25; 3rd - $1.00
9-141 – Blooming (in bloom)
9-142 – Foliage
9-143 – Succulents
9-144 – Cactior succulents
9-145- Hanging Baskets